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About Whiskerstay 

What is a Whiskerstay? 



Whiskerstay Capabilities 

Naval architecture & 
structural engineering 

Renewable 
Energy 

Subsea 

Research & 
Development 

Education & 
Outreach 



Challenge – Reducing Emissions 

• IMO GHG Roadmap: 

–  Reduce CO2 emissions:  

• 30% by 2030 

• 50% by 2050 

 
 

• Almost ½ fuel saving in 

land transport undone by 

planes/ships 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth in emissions from shipping and aviation will undo nearly half (43%) of the savings expected to be made by the rest of transport in Europe through to 2030. almost half of the already-inadequate emissions savings expected in land transport will be cancelled out by ships and planesUnder measures already in place, land transport is expected to consume 43 Mtoe (million tonnes of oil equivalent) less energy per year in 2030 than it did in 2010, according to consultant CE Delft.[1] Yet ships and planes in Europe will consume 19 Mtoe more fuel annually in 2030 than they did 20 years earlier. So the growth in these two sectors will undo almost half of the already insufficient progress made by cars, vans, trucks, rail and inland navigation.�



Growth in Emissions if European Shipping 
Not Regulated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shipping CO2 emissions can be reduced cumulatively by 80 million tonnes by 2030 compared to the status quo where its emissions are not regulated, The difference between action and inaction up to 2030 amounts to the total annual emissions of Austria  Clean Maritime Council: Launched late 2018, plot the route to zero emissions for the UK maritime sector. The clean maritime plan will be published next year and will include policies to tackle emissions of air pollutants and greenhouse gases from shipping, while ensuring the UK can reap the economic benefits of the global transition to zero emission shipping.�



Challenge – Reducing Emissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Committee on Climate change – 2018 progress report to parliamentExcellent progress in reducing emissions from electricity generation masks failure in other sectors�



Cars Evaluated Against Climate Targets 

CARBONCOUNTER.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tranick Lab MIT work Carboncounter.com



Electric Vehicles - Definitions 

Type Power Source Output Mode 

Petrol/Diesel (ICE) Fossil Fuel      Motor 

Hybrid Fossil Fuel Motor + Battery 

Plug in Hybrid 
(PHEV) 

Fossil Fuel  
+ Mains Motor + Battery 

Range Extended 
(EREV/REV) 

Mains +  
Fossil Fuel Battery + Motor 

Pure Electric 
(EV/BEV) Mains Battery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Petrol/Diesel (Internal Combustion Engine): A traditional internal combustion engine car uses fossil fuel to power its drivechain directlyHybrid: A hybrid stores energy from braking and from its combustion engine at higher speeds to charge a battery. It uses the battery to power its drive chain at lower speeds, usually in towns. It is more efficient than an ordinary car even though it uses no grid electricityPHEV: A plug-in hybrid still uses internal combustion as its main power source, but can charge its internal battery from the mains. It is broadly-speaking midway between petrol and pure battery for efficiency, but has similar range to a petrol car. Its green credentials depend to a certain extent on how the mains electricity which it uses is generated. REV: Some electric cars have 'range extenders'; backup fossil fuel motors which charge the battery if the car runs low away from a charging station. Its green credentials depend to a certain extent on how the mains electricity which it uses is generated. EV: A pure electric car charges its battery from the mains and powers its drivechain from the battery. Its green credentials depend to a certain extent on how the mains electricity which it uses is generated.Others 	– Diesel electric (eg cruise liners + warships (Chris’s report)	- Hydrogen fuel cell – produces electricity for batteies (eg) 



Electric vs Combustion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To capture electric cars’ full environmental impact, regulators need to embrace lifecycle analysis that takes into account car production, including the sourcing of rare earth metals that are part of the battery, plus the electricity that powers it and the recycling of its components. Electric vehicles through-life carbon footprint HALF that of fossil fuel powered vehiclesMisconception sometimes that batteries just as bad - According to data from the Trancik Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a Tesla Model S P100D saloon driven in the US midwest produces 226 grammes of carbon dioxide (or equivalent) per kilometre over its lifecycle — a significant reduction to the 385g for a luxury 7-series BMW.   LIKE FOR LIKE comparison – small ICEs are not comparable with large EVsStudies by carmakers support this. A Volkswagen lifecycle report found that its e-Golf hatchback would reduce emissions by 26 per cent, versus a standard Golf, when powered by EU electricity. If it uses renewable energy, it would emit just 9.7 tonnes of carbon over its lifecycle, a reduction of 61 per cent. Daimler found that its Mercedes-Benz B-Class electric vehicle, a bigger car, cuts emissions by 24 per cent versus a B-Class petrol-engine car, on EU electricity. With renewable energy it cuts emissions by 64 per cent to a total of 11 tonnes.Tesla has been credited with accelerating a broader shift into battery-powered cars, but one result of its appeal is that average electric vehicle batteries will double from 20 kilowatt hours today to 40 kWh by 2025, according to UK investment bank Liberum.   Electric vehicle advocates point out that whereas internal combustion engines have had 100 years to be perfected, deeper research into improving the efficiencies of batteries — and reducing the use of commodities such as cobalt — is just getting started.It is crucial to find innovative ways to decrease the environmental impact from leisure boats since a typical family boat consumes a huge amount of petrol, approximately 27,6 l/h, when cruising. The boats need to be more efficient to enable electric propulsion.  Compare to my van VW Transporter – 7l/h approx…. Travelling to surrey from here – and that’s not an efficient road vehicle.



Current State of Play:  Electric Propulsion 
Larger Vessels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type 45 destroyer – diesel electric (electric motors, diesel gennys) - Installed power:2 × Rolls-Royce WR-21 gas turbines, 21.5 MW (28,800 shp) each2 × Wärtsilä 12V200 diesel generators, 2 MW (2,700 shp) each[7]Propulsion:2 shafts integrated electric propulsionwith2 × Converteam electric motors, 20 MW (27,000 shp) eachElectrically propelled warships have become more common, mainly in the RN and to a lesser extent in the USN. Landing Platform Docks and Auxiliary Ships because they needed to operate for long periods at slow speed (difficult with direct drive diesels). Type 45 (8,000 tonne destroyer) was changed to electric propulsion in order to be the first electric warship. Same system (two motors on each shaft, twice the power) is working very well in the new aircraft carriers. And electric propulsion is the enabler for high energy weapons (lasers and rail guns), drone and aircraft launch (because the power is available already) so we are in the right place with all our modern warships having electric propulsion. Even the older Type 23 frigates use hybrid electric cruise gas turbine boost and the Type 26 is likely to be the same but with about twice the electric propulsion power of the Type 23, 3MW per shaft instead if 1.5 MW).Seven Seas Voyager - Most modern cruise liners and ferries use electric motors. These offer numerous advantages in terms of low noise and vibration-free operation, maximized cabin related loading capacity, more economic operation - Cruise ships adopted electrical propulsion for fuel economy reasons. It's easier to use a lot of engines with electrical propulsion as connection is simple and more engines means a narrower engine loading band which if the design is right is over the optimum efficiency loading zone. You can't do the same mechanically because of gearbox limitations. Also cruise ships have a large domestic electrical load (air conditioning etc) and a lot of unused propulsion power (they need the head-room to catch up if they fall behind schedule) all of which means electrical propulsion is much more efficient and will save fuel with little disadvantageOFFSHORE: The propulsion systems for offshore, pipe and cable laying, as well heavy lift jack-up vessels, need to be designed with excellent dynamic characteristics in order to carry out rapid changes in speed and reversals during manoeuvring and positioning.Propulsion for Research and Survey ships, as well as Fishery Supervision Vessels� low noise diesel-electric propulsion systems for many research and survey vessels. These propulsion systems are based on the principle of speed controlled DC or AC motors driving the propeller directly or via gears. The most reliable and low noise design is the direct drive.Propulsion for Multi-purpose Vessels and Icebreakers�Multi-purpose vessels and icebreakers require propulsion systems with excellent dynamics to permit the flexible use of the torque speed characteristic for use in the extreme and rapidly changing environmental conditions



Current State of Play: Pure Electric 

• Norwegian all electric ferries Ampere & Elektra  

• LOA = 80m 

• 120 cars & 360 passengers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They claim that the all-electric ferry cuts emission by 95% and costs by 80% compared to fuel-powered counterpartThe ferry in question is called “Ampere” and it was put into operation back in May 2015 with the aim to reduce NOx and CO2 emissions, as well as noise pollution on the water.powering the ferry with over 1 MWh of battery capacity on board.They are seeing a lot of order with a reported backlog of 53 additional ferries10 knots. In port, it takes just 10 minutes to recharge between each trip.



Current State of Play: Pure Electric 

• Jaguar Vector Racing 

• Top Speed (averaged) = 88.62mph (77knots) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the boat recorded an average speed of 88.62mph across a one kilometre stretch of the historic Coniston Water in Cumbria, England, breaking the previous record of 76.8mph set in 2008. June 2018Developed with Formula E electric car technology, the Jaguar Vector V20E is powered by 320kg of batteries and a pair of Yasa electric motors, generating 295bhp (approx. 200kW) . The boat was designed and constructed in partnerships with Jaguar Racing’s technical partner Williams Advanced Engineering.



Current State of Play: Pure Electric 

• Vik Boats: 10m (30ft), 5te 

• Cruising Speed = 6.7knots, Max Speed = 7.8knots 

• 130km range, batteries topped up by solar 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vik boats 30ft/10m, cruising day boat/weekend boat – sleeps 4�



Current State of Play: Pure Electric 

Water Taxis – Canada 

 

Electric Boat Tours - Belfast 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian water taxis (Victoria here, but also Ottawa etc.)Mention numerous electric outboards – growing popularity – quiet and easy to start (I have a little one!!! No faffing with pull starts etc).There are already over 100 manufacturers of electric boats and ships. The report finds that the market for hybrid and pure electric boats and ships will rise rapidly to over $12 billion worldwide in 2029. Recreational boats is the largest and fastest growing electric marine market in sales number, followed by underwater leisure and autonomous underwater vehicles. On-water commercial marine category is currently the largest marine EV value market. Leisure craft on inland waterways, notably in the USA and Europe, will become the largest sector as more places from Germany to India ban internal combustion engines or, as with SunMoon Lake in Taiwan, the operators unanimously agree to go clean and quiet.



Electric Boats: Why/Not? 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Environmentally friendly Limited range – batteries far 
less energy dense than fossil 
fuels 

Low noise and vibration High performance boats 
expensive 

Low engine maintenance 

Electric motor mass << ICE 

Lower fire hazard 



Market Barriers 

• Consumer psychology 

• Consumer acceptance 

• Diffusion of innovation 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unknown and seemingly unproven tech – risk Risk and change averse societyIt seems that one of the biggest barriers to adoption of electric boats is that most people just don’t think about it as an alternative to traditional boats. For the last two centuries, fossil-fuelled boats have been used for transportation. The electric boat will change the way and how we think about boating. It will also challenge our practices on how we use our boats and push our long-held norms in a new direction. – PUBLICITY



Opportunities 

• Electric & hybrid boat market set to reach $12Bn 

by 2029 

• Crossover from other industries 

• Learn from mistakes 

• Develop marine low emission zones – test 

technology and infrastructure 
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Norway has the worlds first maritime zero emission zone: The Norwegian Parliament has ruled that all cruise ships and ferries operating in the country's world heritage fjords must be emission free as soon as possible, and no later than 2026. The decision has effectively created the world’s first zero emissions zoneApril 2018: Norwegian ferry owner and operator The Fjords took delivery of an all-electric catamaran, The Future of the Fjords, which will transport tourists across a popular fjord route in western Norway. 42m long, 2.4MWh battery pack,400 PAX charges in 20 mins!!! 16 knots for 30 nautical milesFeb 2019 - A new initiative is aiming to replace Venice’s current fleet of motor boats with zero emission, electric vessels by 2028. The campaign has been launched by VeniceAgenda2028, a committee consisting of academics, electric boat associations and representatives of the city.Their combined objective is “to transform Venice’s motor boats into a modern fleet of non-polluting, zero emission vessels,” in the hope of “reducing the fumes, the noise, the vibration and the wave-making.”Amsterdam. The legislation requires all canal cruise boats to have zero emission by 2025. In Amsterdam there are currently around 120 large canal cruise boats and many smaller ships operating in the canals of Amsterdam.The main driver for implementing the legislation is to improve the air quality in the inner city. The pollutant emissions are reduced to zero by using electric propulsion for powering the ships.However, the overall reduction of Greenhouse Emissions is also considered to be an important goal. Amsterdam has a Climate Plan, which has the objective to reduce the energy consumption by 20% in 2020 and also to increase the use of more renewable energy by 20% in 2020. The electrification of canal cruise ships contributes significantly to these goals. GHG emission savings have been estimated to be around 70% compared to usage of diesel (including CO2 emissions from the production of electricity using the current energy mix). Prinses Irene one of the first boats to convert to electric



Where is the Industry going? 

Presenter
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Hurtigruten - longer distance passenger ferries by 2026 - ambitions are to provide zero-emission voyages in the future.



Where is the Industry going? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wärtsilä is currently launching new hybrid propulsion systems for tugs to help customers meet new environmental regulations.Modes of operationThe modes of operation were as follows:Electric mode: Both engines were off, and all the power was produced by batteries. This mode applies to waiting time, “green” and low-power operations.Hybrid mode: Batteries supported the engine with dynamic loads such as peak shaving and short time boosts.Single generator mode: One engine provided the power with batteries providing a boost for load peaks.Two generator modes: The batteries and engines provided power simultaneously, with batteries supporting the engines with dynamic loads.



Where is the Industry going? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Dutch company Port-Liner is building two giant all-electric barges dubbed the ‘Tesla ships‘. The company announced that the vessels will be ready by this autumn and will be inaugurated by sailing the Wilhelmina canal in the Netherlands.The battery-powered barges – pictured above – are capable of carrying 280 containers.The first 6 barges are expected to remove 23,000 trucks from the roads annually in the Netherlands and replace them with zero-emission transport.Port-Liner is developing its own vessels, but they developed a battery pack technology that houses the batteries inside a container.�Meegen says that it could allow them to retrofit existing barges:“This allows us to retrofit barges already in operation, which is a big boost for the industry’s green energy credentials.The containers are charged onshore by carbon-free energy provider Eneco, which sources solar power, windmills and renewables.” think it’s an exciting time on that front because we have seen several major projects like this one in the past few months. A new all-electric cargo ship with a massive 2.4 MWh battery pack in China and two massive all-electric ferries in Sweden and Denmark come to mind



Where is the Industry going? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SeaBubbles has been testing a new all-electric hydrofoil water taxi - here it is on Lake GenevaThe vehicle is powered by a 20 kWh battery pack that feeds two 10 kW electric motors. That gives them at least an hour between charges.Issues with speed restrictions (needs to go faster than conventional boats in order to foil… )The company wants to use its electric boat to offer taxi service in cities located near rivers and lakes, like in Paris on the river Seine.  Planned for launch this year.Two bubbles flying on the Seine!!



Where is the Industry going? 
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Mayflower – Plymouth UK to Plymouth US - 3125 miles Hybrid – electric motors, battery bank, diesel gennys, solar panels and sail assist.AutonomousCutting metal end march this year – voyage start before sept 2020



Cornish Potential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainable economy - Live within environmental limits - Knowledge based industry encouraged - Combine current vessel knowledge with renewables techLow emission zones - Test beds for new tech - Use current industrial base we have everything we needSurplus of renewable energy to supply onshore charging stations/develop shore based infrastructureJob creationRoll out Cornish tried and tested tech to the rest of the UK, and world!
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